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The challenges our industry faced in 2020 and 2021 were unprecedented. However, the dedication of our staff, partners and clients to the supply chains that deliver critical goods to those who need it most, was nothing short of remarkable. In 2022, we look forward to supporting both ongoing projects and new partnerships as well as to upholding our commitment to being the preeminent provider of global logistics services to and throughout the developing world.

Logenix Teams Pictured Celebrating the Holidays: India Office, Kabul Office & Dubai Office
2021 GLOBAL IMPACT STORIES YOU MIGHT HAVE MISSED

CRITICAL DEADLINES

In the midst of civil unrest in Myanmar and a COVID outbreak in India, Logenix and our client overcame a unique set of challenges to ensure 16 pallets of antiretroviral HIV treatments were delivered on time. Events in Myanmar led to difficulties receiving import permits, limited airfreight options and inadequate communication infrastructure. Extensive coordination between Logenix teams in different countries and with our client was critical in putting this shipment together, securing transport and overcoming COVID restrictions in India which was the country of origin. The unwavering dedication and effort of everyone involved resulted in this shipment arriving in Myanmar before the deadline, allowing for ample time to clear the shipment before the import permit expired.

SAFETY THROUGH CLEAN WATER

Logenix shipped materials needed to install a crucial water purification site in Uganda. This resource is located in an area where the community currently gathers water from a muddy stream - only 20ft away from where this purification site is being prepared.

RELIABLE COVID RELIEF

Logenix continues to manage COVID relief shipments throughout the developing world. Originating from locations such as China, Austria and Taiwan, more than 2800kg of medical COVID supplies were delivered to Honduras in October of 2021.

IMPACTFUL MEDICAL DONATIONS

On behalf of a medical and community support organization, Logenix managed the logistics of an air shipment to Lira, Uganda. This shipment was made up of almost 4000kg of donated medical supplies on 14 pallets.

A CLINIC IN ACTION

A team of doctors and nurses flew into Monrovia, Liberia to perform surgeries free of charge for a Cleft Lip and Palate Clinic. In order for these surgeries to take place, various medical supplies and surgical equipment needed to be transported to the clinic’s location. That is where Logenix International’s expertise in global logistics came in. Three shipments were delivered on behalf of our client’s mission. Different handling was required per shipment due to the diverse contents of the cargo. Specialized handling requirements ranged from the handling of lithium batteries to the handling of dangerous goods. In total, 10 pallets weighing over 1,700kg and valued at almost $75,000 USD arrived safely in Monrovia ready to change lives.
Delivering almost 250,000 books since 2020 to Kenya alone, Logenix International is proud to be supporting one of our client’s missions to help build the foundation of a strong educational system through increasing accessibility to books throughout Africa.

The story of these books begins with the hard work of our client’s small non-profit team and the charity of a community that believes in the power of education. The books in this Kenya Project come from a variety of sources including individuals donating from their personal libraries, school districts changing curriculums and publishers donating books directly. Some of these books aren’t donated but instead purchased as part of our client’s girls empowerment collection.

Once these books are packaged and shipped via ocean freight to Kenya, they are delivered to a warehouse it Kitui where the Project Coordinator arranges delivery to the final destination. As with many areas throughout the developing world, the regions in Kenya that these books may move through are not always easily traveled. They may reach their final destination via trucks, cars and motorcycles – known as ‘boda bodas’ and pictured below.

The overwhelming success of this project will keep it’s momentum in 2022, with the plan to ship 200,000 more books to Kenya and expand regionally into the Narok area. In coordination with our client, the Logenix team dedicated to this project has gone above and beyond to ensure these books reach their destinations. As with many shipments, one of the biggest challenges is planning for costs, especially considering the current state of the global supply chain. However our client expresses that Logenix helps to not only overcome this challenge but also further supports the organization’s mission:

"Logenix provides us with a great estimate for taxes and duties, and works to keep unexpected costs very low. Having Logenix handle the ‘nuts and bolts’ of the shipments, from handling inspection to import in Kenya, saves me a lot of time and frees me up to plan more shipments!"

In addition to this project, Logenix International partners with this client to deliver books, digital libraries, maps and other supplies needed for libraries and educational use, to countries throughout Africa such as Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Rwanda and many more.
We are proud to receive the ‘Worldwide Top Agent of 2021’ award from the Airfreight Logistics Network for Africa (ALNA).

More than 38 million people in the United States do not consistently have access to enough food for an active, healthy life according to the USDA.

Logenix International’s Headquarters in Washington D.C. supports efforts to combat hunger in the U.S. by organizing office food drives and donating collected items to local organizations.

Our team donated over 300 pounds of items from our Thanksgiving Food Drive to the Capital Area Food Bank where these items were distributed through a network of over 450 nonprofit organizations in Washington D.C. and surrounding cities.

Combatting Hunger in the Local Community

AIDEX 2021

Two members of our Logenix HQ team traveled to Brussels to showcase our unrivaled and specialized logistics expertise at the 10th anniversary of AidEx, the Global Humanitarian Aid Event. With a commitment to connecting the world’s humanitarian aid community, this conference brings together a diverse group of attendees from more than 65 countries, across the private sector, government agencies, international NGOs and more.

As the preeminent provider of global logistics services to and throughout the developing world, we discussed our ability to be a strategic partner for prospective clients’ global health and development supply chains. Our team is excited about the connections we made over this two day event and we are looking forward to applying our expertise to these new partnerships in 2022.

Top Agent of 2021

We are proud to receive the Worldwide Top Agent of 2021 award from the Airfreight Logistics Network for Africa (ALNA).
Vanishing Ships Underscore Supply Woe: Crisis Peak Is a Mirage

COVID-19 lowers maritime freight in Latin America and the Caribbean

Exodus of Seafarers Could Add to Supply Chain Disruption in 2022

Steady as She Goes
Container shipping rates are expected to stay stable heading into 2022
- China to U.S. West Coast
- China to Europe

Vanishing Ships Underscore Supply Woe: Crisis Peak Is a Mirage

Other articles of interest: What’s in Store for Africa in 2022 | 10 Conflicts to Watch in 2022
We thank all of our clients and partners for the successful and impactful collaborations both featured and not featured in this newsletter. Happy New Year!

To stay connected with Logenix Intentional and for more information, follow us on LinkedIn, explore our website and subscribe to the Logenix Global Insider.